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Firstly, in the conditions of modern Russia, we can distinguish the crisis of library business and 
socio-cultural activities within the framework of libraries. This is due to socio-economic reasons. 
The lack of funding at the federal and regional levels leads to a reduction in the number of 
libraries, the range of services provided within existing ones, and a reduction in the range of 
sociocultural activities. Secondly, the social and cultural sphere of the city (especially in the case 
of a small city) in modern Russia is not sufficiently developed. In connection with the 
development and expansion of capitalist relations, the sphere of leisure is often limited to the city 
house of culture with rather limited areas of work, various sports sections, entertainment 
facilities, nightclubs. Unfortunately, traditional classical culture remains on the sidelines. It 
seems to us that the library can act in these conditions as a space for the development of the 
socio-cultural sphere within the local framework of the city. Third, the work of a modern library 
is inconceivable without innovation and the use of modern information technologies. The 
modern information space is virtualized, people, especially the young one, can't imagine their life 
without technical gadgets; they are all less focused on traditional forms of obtaining information 
from books. In this sense, it is very important for the modern library to adapt to these trends and 
be able to announce its presence within the information space, promote its services and services, 
and be interesting for people focused on the active use of modern information technologies. 
Fourth, at present is growing the importance of various projects related to the social and cultural 
sphere within the city. These are various thematic and youth festivals, conventions, exhibitions, 
open master classes. 

Objective: is to analyze the library as a space for socio-cultural activities and to develop 
directions for socio-cultural activities within the cultural-leisure locus of the library. Tasks: 
1. to analyze theoretical approaches to the phenomenon of socio-cultural activities; 
2. to study the space of socio-cultural activities; 
3. to analyze a modern library as a projected socio-cultural space; 
4. to analyze the specifics of socio-cultural activities in the library; 
5. to study the opportunities and challenges of innovation within the library; 
6. to design the social and cultural framework project «Literary Ball». 

Hypothesis: the modern library is a creative and innovative space for the implementation 
of social and cultural projects in the conditions of the post-informational and consumer society.  

Novelty of the research consists in a complex analysis of the socio-cultural space of the 
library as a specific creative and projected space; in the study of the specifics of the socio-cultural 
activity of the library in the era of informatization and computerization; in the analysis of the 
library as a multifunctional socio-cultural center, as well as in the development of an innovative 
socio-cultural project «Literary Ball», based on the principles of innovative socio-cultural 
activities.  

The main principles to be defended: 
1. The space of sociocultural activity is a complex phenomenon, a specific topos of human being 
in the space of culture. 
2. The modern library is a projected socio-cultural space, which combines the orientation 
towards the preservation and retransmission of knowledge and cultural values, as well as 
innovative approaches and technologies. 
3. The modern library acts as a creative space for the implementation of sociocultural projects, 
which ensures its relevance as an intellectual and cultural phenomenon. 
4. One of the effective innovative mechanisms of socio-cultural activities is the implementation 
of the project «Literary Ball», which is the realization of the library's socio-cultural space, which 
can go beyond the library as such. 
 
 



Theoretical and practical significance of the research.  
 
The theoretical significance of the work consists in a comprehensive analysis of the 

social and cultural space of the library, the experience of considering the library as a 
phenomenon and the center of the city's social and cultural life. In addition, the results obtained 
within the study can be used in developing the components of training courses related to 
socio-cultural activities, library work, and applied aspects of socio-cultural activities. The 
practical importance consists in developing of practical recommendations and measures to 
improve the work of the library as a space for socio-cultural activities. In addition, the 
developed project of the literary ball can become a precedent for other libraries and cultural and 
recreational centers as an example of implementing social and cultural initiatives within the city 
and the region; this project will draw attention to the cultural heritage, increase the interest of 
young people in creativity and opportunities for self-realization in the sphere Culture, literature, 
classical dance. 

We studied theoretical approaches to the phenomenon of socio-cultural activity and the space 
of socio-cultural activity was described and analyzed. The phenomenon of the library 
«considered as a projected socio-cultural space, assuming different levels of existence. We have 
described a specificity of the socio-cultural activity of the library. We made an attempt to 
consider the library as a creative space for the implementation of socio-cultural innovations and 
projects, practical recommendations are given on the use of information technologies in creating 
a system of interactive interaction with readers. In addition, we developed the draft of «Literary 
ball was which is special form of familiarizing with the achievements of literature and culture, 
developing creative initiatives of the public in the city and the region. 

Recommendation 

The results of the research can be used in the process of improving the work of the 
modern library, transforming it into a center for interactive information interaction with readers 
enhancing the role in the intellectual and cultural spaces of the city and the region The project 
of a literary ball as a creative initiative of the library serves as a basis for the development of 
creativity interest in classical literature, dance, applied art within the local community and at the 
regional level. This project can contribute both to bringing to the world achievements of classical 
literature and culture in general. 

 


